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Extension of the Hilbert Space by J—Unitary
Transformations

By Uwe Volker Riss

Theoretische Chemie, Physikalisch-Chemisches Institut, Universität Heidelberg,
Im Neuenheimer Feld 253, 69120 Heidelberg, Germany

(14.VII.1997)

Abstract. A theory of non-unitary unbounded similarity transformation operators is developed.
To this end the class of J-unitary operators U is introduced. These operators are similar to unitary
operators in their algebraic aspects but differ in their topological properties. It is shown how J-
unitary operators are related to so-called J-biorthonormal systems and J-selfadjoint projections.
Families {Ua} of J-unitary operators define in a natural way a Fréchet subspace of the Hilbert
space H, the dual space of which constitutes an extension of "H. J-unitary transformations of a

J-selfadjoint Hamilton operator H can be regarded as representations of H in different Hilbert
spaces all including the same Fréchet subspace. The J-seltadjoint Hamilton operator H can also
be regarded as a restriction of an operator H' defined on the extension of the Hilbert space. The
advantages of a J-unitary transformation theory and the relation to other approaches in scattering
theory are discussed.

1 Introduction

In the recent years methods applying complex symmetric Hamilton operators have become

very popular in various branches of scattering theory. This concerns both conceptual pictures
of quantum mechanics: the time-dependent as well as the time-independent one.

In time-independent quantum mechanics the relation between resonances and complex
poles of the analytical continuation of the S matrix to the non-physical sheet has been a
well known fact for many years [1]. These poles can also be related to generalized (non
square-integrable) Gamow-Siegert eigenfunctions of the Hamilton operator which belong to
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complex eigenvalues [2, 3]. An efficient computation of these states was made feasible by the
introduction of the complex scaling method [4, 5, 6]. Here a rotation of the spatial coordinate
from the real axis into the complex plane causes the Gamow-Siegert eigenfunctions to become

square-integrable. As a novel result of this rotation one obtains a non-Hermitian Hamilton
operator. Consequently the usual spectral theory for selfadjoint operators [7] can no longer
be applied. However, it is remarkable that here the development has lead in a direct way
from the mathematical theory to practical applications [8, 9, 10, 11].

The complex scaling method is based essentially on analytical continuation techniques
for the Hamilton operator. This is convenient for many theoretical considerations but
constitutes an obstacle for practical applications. Therefore other related approaches remove
the continuation of the operator to a continuation of the basis functions, as in the complex
basis function method [12, 13], the method of unbounded similarity transformations (UST)
as considered in ref. [14] or the transformative complex absorbing potential method [15]. All
these approaches lead to complex symmetric representations of the Hamilton operator.

In time-dependent quantum mechanics complex perturbations, e. g. complex absorbing

potentials [16, 17, 18, 19, 20], lead to complex symmetric Hamilton operators as well.
These complex potentials have been introduced to avoid artificial boundary reflections in
finite basis set or grid calculations but mathematical investigations of such perturbations
are rare. In fact, it was found that the understanding of USTs is also important for the
understanding of these complex absorbing potentials [21]. This development demonstrates the

interchangeability of these different complex symmetric Hamiltonian methods and the decisive

role of USTs in the theory of complex symmetric Hamiltonians. Therefore a theoretical
frame combining the central ideas of USTs would be desirable.

Most attempts to study unbounded similarity transformations are rather technical or
regard mainly algebraic aspects [22, 23]. Moreover, they are mainly concentrated on the

complex scaling approach. Nevertheless, topological aspects are very important and the
ansatz can be formulated in a much more general way. This becomes obvious if one compares
USTs to usual unitary Hilbert space transformations. Unfortunately, rigorous investigations
on unbounded similarity transformations are rather rare. Recently, Lowdin [24] has given an
illuminating overview on this subject but many questions about the nature of USTs remain

open. It seems to be promising to take a rather abstract point of view to this problem to
recognize the essential features. By this abstract access rather technical considerations can
be avoided and the main structure becomes apparent. It is the aim of the present paper to
provide the mathematical means for a rigorous foundation of the theory of USTs. This is not
only necessary for a well-founded transformation theory of Hamilton operators with respect
to USTs, which is still missing, but it also reveals possible computational applications.

If we look for an abstract structure of Hamilton operators, which is preserved by usual

USTs, we find a property which is knov n as J-symmetry. J-symmetric operators were
introduced by Glazman [25] in the investigation of complex boundary-value problems. An
investigation of the spectral properties of J-symmetric operators was performed by Race

[26]. We will see that this structure is the key for the understanding of USTs. Here it is

important to note that most physical Hamilton operators are not only symmetric but also J-
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symmetric. This means that the theory can be applied to a large class of physically relevant
Hamilton operators.

In section 2 we will give the basic notations of J-symmetric operators as described in
refs. [25, 26]. The following sections comprise two different topics. In the first part the
general properties of J-unitary operators are examined. Thus in section 3 the terms J-
isometric and J-unitary will be introduced and characterized. In the sections 4 and 5 we
will introduce J-biorthonormal systems and J-projections in analogy to orthonormal systems
(ONS) and to orthogonal projections, respectively. In the second part it will be demonstrated
how J-unitary operators generate extensions of the Hilbert space. Thus in section 6 it will
be shown how families of J-unitary operators define a family of (distinct) Hilbert spaces
containing a common locally convex vectorspace, and that this construction leads in a natural
way to an extension of the original Hilbert space. Based on this construction a J-unitary
transformation theory will be introduced in section 7. In section 8 a discussion of the results
will be given.

In the following 71 denotes a separable complex Hilbert space of infinite dimension
endowed with the scalar product < • | ¦ >, linear in the second component; all operators on Ti
are assumed to be linear and densely defined.

2 Preliminaries

Let H be an operator in Tf. V(H) denotes the domain of H, M(H) denotes its nullspace,
and TZan(H) denotes its range. H' C H means that the operator H is an extension of the

operator H', i. e. V(H') C V(H) and H'x Hx for all x G V(H'). Additionally, some terms
are to be introduced which refer particularly to J-symmetric operators. The expression J-
symmetric operator stems from a conjugation operator J in a complex Hilbert space Ti. A
conjugation J is characterized as an antilinear involution, i. e. J2 I and J(\x) X'Jx,
x G H, which obeys < Jx\Jy >=< y\x > for all x,y € Ti. A vector x S Ti is said to be

J-real if Jx x. A linear operator H in H is said to be J-symmetric if its domain V(H) is
dense in ti and H satisfies

HcJH]J (2.1)

where H^ denotes the Hilbert space adjoint of H. If the equation

H JHU (2.2)

is satisfied, i. e. V(H) V(JH^J), then the operator H is said to be J-selfadjoint. The
best known example of a conjugation is the usual complex conjugation tp(r) M- ip*(r) in
L2(Rn), the Hilbert space of square-integrable functions on Rn. But also tp(r) >-¥ ip*(—r),

f € Rn, defines a conjugation that corresponds to the complex conjugation in momentum
space. A J-symmetric operator H is said to be essentially J-selfadjoint if its closure H is

J-selfadjoint. An operator H in Ti is said to be J-real if JV(H) C V(H) and

JH H J. (2.3)
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In order to simplify the notation we introduce two further terms. First, we define a J-product
by

(x\y) :=< Jx\y > Vi.jGH. (2.4)

This J-product coincides with the c-product introduced by Moiseyev [27, 28] if we take
J as the complex conjugation. Second, instead of the adjoint operator iff we regard the
transposed operator HT to H which is defined by

HT := JH^J. (2.5)

This definition fits better to the structure of J-products since it satisfies

(Hx\y) (x\HTy) V x e V(H), y G V(tfj) V(HT) (2.6)

The transposed operator HT has similar properties to the adjoint operator.

3 J—isometric and J-unitary operators

Let us commence with the consideration of the complex scaling transformation which can be

regarded as the prototype of the class of transformations that we are going to examine. In
the complex scaling theory [29] one considers a Hamilton operator H defined in L2(R) (for
sake of simplicity we only regard the one-dimensional case) and a unitary transformation
Ug. It is defined by the dilation group in L2(R):

UgtP(s) := e"2rp(e's) (3.1)

for e G R+ := [0, oo) and ip G L2(R), s G R.

If we look for a structure which is preserved under the complex scaling transformation
we find the equality [24]

/ Ugip(x)Ue<p(x) dx j tp(e9x) ip(eex) eedx
jR Jr

(3.2)

/ tp(z) ip(z) dz ip(x) </?(x) dx
Jc=eeR Jr

for tp, tp € L2(R), 6 G R+. By application of Cauchy's theorem this relation is valid also for
complex 0 as long as f> and tp are analytic functions in some open set containing the sector
between R and eeR.

If we take a more abstract point of view this means that the transformation Ug leaves

the J-product invariant (in the example above J is just the complex conjugation). This
property fits to operators which are symmetric with respect to the J-product. In fact, the
Hamilton operators transformed by complex scaling transformations are J-symmetric, as are
most selfadjoint Hamilton operators in quantum mechanics (they are J-real and symmetric).
Therefore it seems promising to take this structure as the starting point of the investigation.
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It is to be remarked that the consideration of a general conjugation is quite relevant. If we
regard the momentum operator —i d/dx we find that this operator is essentially selfadjoint
if a suitable domain is chosen. But it is not J-real with respect to the usual complex
conjugation. On the other hand, if we consider the Fourier transform of the momentum
operator, which is just a multiplication operator, we find that this operator is J-real with
respect to the complex conjugation in the momentum space. We see that there are also
relevant conjugation operators beside the complex conjugation.

The simplest class of operators that provide the conservation of the J-product we will call
J-isometric operators since they play that role for the J-product that isometric operators
play for the usual inner product of the Hilbert space. These J-isometric operators mainly
represent the algebraic aspect of USTs.

Definition 1 An operator V in the Hilbert space Ti is called J-isometric if V leaves the

J-product invariant:
(Vx\Vy) (x\y) \/x,y£V(V). (3.3)

It is to be remarked that in order to show that V is J-isometric it is sufficient to prove that
(Vx|Vx) (x|x) for all x G V(V).

Although J-isometric operators seem to be very similar to isometric operators there
is a decisive difference. Isometric operators are automatically bounded while J-isometric
operators are in general unbounded. Therefore topological considerations are here essential.

It is to be noted that every J-isometric operator V is injective.

J-isometric operators V leave the J-product invariant but for a transformation theory
we also need the existence of a densely defined inverse V~l. To secure this we need stronger
conditions on the operator leading to the following definition:

Definition 2 A J-isometric operator U in H the range TZan(U) of which is dense in Ti is
called J-unitary.

In analogy to unitary operators [30] we can characterize J-unitary operators in the following
way. Let U be an operator in Ti. Then the following propositions are equivalent:

1. C/ is J-unitary;

2. U~l is J-unitary;

3. U and U~l are J-isometric;

4. U is J-isometric, UT is injective;

5. U~l is a densely defined operator and it holds that f/-1 C U7.
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It is to be noticed that although J-unitary operators are not continuous they are regular in
the sense that they are closeable (cf. theorem VIII.1 in ref. [31]). In the following sections
we will examine the similarities and differences of J-unitary operators compared to unitary
operators.

4 J-biorthonormal systems

We want to show how J-unitary operators can be constructed and represented. This
construction is in some aspects comparable to that of unitary operators. It is well known that
unitary operators transform one complete orthonormal system (ONB) to another (theorem
4.4 in ref. [30]). Similar assertions hold for J-unitary operators with the exception that the
orthonormality must be substituted by a property fitting to J-products.

Definition 3 A system {un}new of vectors in H is called a J-biorthonormal system (JBS)
in Ti if it satisfies

(un\um) 6n%m V m, n G IN (4.1)

A JBS is said to be complete or a J-biorthonormal basis (JBB) if span({un}new), the linear

span of the vectors un, n G IN, is a dense subspace of Ti.

In the case of the complex conjugation such systems are known as complex conjugate
biorthonormal sets [24] The expression biorthonormal is here employed in a particular
sense. In general it is used to characterize two systems {vn}new and {wn}ne^ which satisfy
< vn\wm >= 6n>m. In our case the two systems {wn}nejv and {Jun}ne^ are biorthonormal
in the usual sense. This motivates the term J-biorthonormal for the system {un}n£n. In
particular one finds that the vectors un of a JBS are always linear independent.

One can interpret the previous definition in such a way that J-biorthonormal systems
define a certain geometrization of the Hilbert space. But the induced geometry is different
from the geometry induced by the Hermitian inner product of the Hilbert space.

In an analogous way to how isometric operators perform the transformation of one
orthonormal system to another, J-isometric operators transform one JBS to another. Let U
be a J-isometric operator and {un}n€w a JBS in V(U). Then the system {Uun}new is also a

JBS. The question of completeness is more difficult to answer. However, it is always possible
to construct a JBB from any dense system of linear independent vectors.

Lemma 1 Let {x„}new o-nd {y„}new be systems of linear independent vectors with (xm\yn)
0 for all m,n G IN and _^^span({xn}neN U {yn}neFf) Ti. (4.2)

Then there exist bijections ß : IN —» IN, v : IN —>• IN, and J-biorthnormal systems {un}nepf,
{vn}neN such that {un}n€w U {vn}„£iN is a JBB and

span({xv(n)}n=o,-,N) spo7i({u„}„=o,».,/v) /4 3\
span({y„{n)}n=0t...,N,) span({vn}n=0t...iN*)
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for an infinity of N,N' G IN.

Proof. We start with the consideration of the vector x0. Let us further regard the two
cases (1.) (xo|x0) ^ 0 and (2.) (xo|xo) 0 separately.

In case (1.) we define u0 := (x0|xo)-1^2Xo and x'j_l := Xj - (u0\xj)u0 for all j > 1. The
system {x'n}neN is still linear independent and it holds that (xjjuo) 0 for all n G IN. Every
x'n is a linear combination of xn+1 and Xo- Thus eq. (4.3) is valid for N 0. Moreover, we
can decompose Ti into

Ti span({u0}) e Ti0 (4.4)

where
Ti0 := {x G H : (uo|x) 0} (4.5)

is a closed subspace of Ti which can therefore be regarded as a Hilbert space whith

sp<m({x'n}neN) H°. (4.6)

We can proceed by applying the same procedure to {x'n}new

In case (2.) we have to prove that there exists a vector xn for some n G IN such that
(xo|x„) t^ 0. If (x0|xn) 0 is assumed to be valid for all n G IN then it follows that xo 0

according to the fact that (xo\yn) 0 for all n G IN and (4.2). This would be a contradiction
to the linear independence of the vectors xn, n G IN. Therefore we can assume without loss

of generality that (xo|xi) jt 0. Let us now substitute xi — 1/2 (xjxi) • (xo\xi)~1x0 for x\
such that we can also assume (xi|xi) 0 without loss of generality. Let us further consider
the vectors

u° := o I ^ x° - iXl (4-7)
2 (xoFi)

and

Ul := 2lxk) XQ + Xl' (48)

We calculate («ol^o) (wi|wi) 1 and (uo|ui) 0. Defining the vectors x'_2 :=
Xj — (uo\xj)uq — (ui\xj)ui for all j > 2 we obtain a result analogous to (1.).

The mapping /j : IN —¥ IN is defined by the exchange of the vectors xn due to the
construction above. The same procedure can be applied to the system {yn}n£N obtaining
{vv{n)}n£jN and v : IN -+ IN. Since span({xn}neiNu{yn}n€^) is dense in Ti the same is true
for span({uAJ(7l)}n6iv U {v„(„)}„ejv). Thus {u^n)}ngJV U {«i/(n)}n6JV is a JBB. QED

It is to be remarked that naturally the lemma holds analogously if one of the systems
{in}„ew or {yn}neiN is substituted by a finite system.

In the case of orthonormal systems one has the property that every maximal orthonormal
system is complete. This assertion is no longer true for J-biorthonormal systems. Let a and
/5 be complex numbers with a2 + ß2 1 and \ß\, \a\ > 1. We regard the Hilbert space £2(IN)
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of all square-summable sequences. Then we can define a JBS in £2(IN) by

uo (~ß,a,0, •••)
«i (-ßa,-ß2,a,0,---)
u2 (-ßa2,-ß2a,-ß2,a,0,---)
u3 (-ßa3,-ß2a2,-ß2a,-ß2,a,0,---)

(4.9)

We will show that the system {un}neN is maximal but not complete.

Let us consider the vector e\ (1,0,0, •••). One finds that e\ $ span({w„}nSiv). To

prove this we construct the system

Tj« (l,-a/ß,0,---)
Vl (l,0,-a2/ß,0,---)
v2 (l,0,0,-a3/ß,0,---) (4.10)

where the vectors vn are linear combinations of Uq,---,uh, respectively. Let us assume
that ei G span({un}ngw) span({i>n},,6jv). Then we find a linear combination of vectors

t>o, • • •, vn and complex numbers ao, • • •, art for every 1 > e > 0 and some suitable N G IN
such that

From eq. (4.11) we obtain that

and

/.From eq. (4.12) we conclude that

ei - J2a"v
t=0

n\\2<e-

|l-I>7.|2<e
k=0

N

E
k=l

2a2"
< e

N N

EKI2> E-I
fc=0 k=0

> 1 -3e

With eq. (4.13) this leads to the contradiction

N

<>E
jt=i ß2

(1 - 36)

(4.11)

(4.12)

(4.13)

(4.14)

(4.15)

Therefore ex is not an element of span({Mn}„eiv) and the system {wn}n6^ is not complete.
Obviously the vector ex is sufficient to complete the linear span, i.e.

span({wn}n6WU{ei}) Ti. (4.16)
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We now want to show that the system {un}nep/ is maximal. Let us assume that it is not
maximal. Then there is a vector v G Tf with (v\v) 1 and (v\un) 0 for all n G IN. By the
latter condition it is now possible to construct this vector v (70, 71, ¦ • •), jn G (C. Starting
with the condition (v\ui) — 0 one calculates that

v (70,loß/ct, 72,73, • • •) ¦ (4.17)

By componentwise proceeding and choosing 70 1 one finally obtains

v (l,ß/a,ß/a2,---) (4.18)

Obviously this is an element oil2(IN). Here one calculates that (v\v) 0 in contradiction
to the assumption that the system is maximal. In particular

span({un}new U {Jv}) Ti (4.19)

since
1 ß2 - 1

^"W^"^6' for "^°°- (42°)

As a consequence the system {un}ngiv cannot be extended, i.e. it is maximal but not
complete. The following theorem says that this type of incomplete maximal JBS is the only one
that can be found.

Theorem 1 For every incomplete JBS {un}n(zjN there is a vector v G Ti—{0} with(v\un) 0

for all n G IN. Then either it holds that (v\v) ^ 0 and v G Ti — span({un}n&w) such that
{«n}neiv can be complemented and is not maximal or for allw Ç.H. with (w\un) 0, n G IN,
it holds that (w|w) 0 such that {u„}„6« is maximal.

Proof. From the system {un}nçw one can construct an orthonormal system {wn}new by
Gram-Schmidt orthonormalization. Since {un}new is not complete {wn}neN is not complete
either. Therefore there is a vector v G Ti with < v \wn >= 0 for all n G IN for the conjugate
Jv of which one calculates

(un\Jv) XXOfclJu) J2ank<Jwk\Jv> jr.ank<v\wk> 0 (4.21)
k=0 k=0 ifc=0

for suitable complex number cYq • • •, a".

Let us assume that (Jv\Jv) ^ 0 and Jv G span({u7l}nSiv). In this case we find vectors

xn G span({un}nS.fv-) with ||xn — Jv\\ —>¦ 0 for n —> 00. But this leads to the contradiction
0 (xn\Jv) -> (Jv\Jv) j= 0. It follows that Jv G Ti - span({w7l}rl6W). QED

There is a well-known relation between unitary operators and complete orthonormal
systems: A unitary operator maps every complete orthonormal systems to another complete
orthonormal system and every two orthonormal systems {un}new and {vn}new define a

unique unitary operator with Uun vn, n G IN, (cf. Theorem 4.4 [30]). Here the question
arises if there are corresponding assertions for J-unitary operators. Let us start with the
first point.
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Lemma 2 Let {un}ne^ and {7Jn}ne.jv be two JBBs. Then the operator U defined by

Ux := J2 Mx) u„ V x G V(U) := span({vn}nelN) (4.22)
71

is J-unitary.

The proof of this lemma is obvious.

Let us now concentrate on the question if a J-unitary operator U always transforms a

JBB {un}ngiv to another JBB {Uun}ne^f. Also here we obtain a property which corresponds
to the unitary case but the proof is more complicated.

Theorem 2 Let U be a J-unitary operator in Ti- Then there exists a JBB in T>(U) and U
transforms every JBB in V(U) to a JBB in TZan(U).

Proof. Since U is closeable the graph of U

T(U) := {(x,Ux)eTixTi : x G V(U)} (4.23)

can be closed as a subspace of the Hilbert space Ti x Ti. One endows T(U) with the inner
product

< (x, Ux) | (y, Uy) >m) := < x\y > + < Ux\Uy > (4.24)

for all (x, Ux), (y,Uy) G r((7). This inner product makes T(U) a Hilbert space. A bilinear
form in T(U) is given by

(x,Ux) | (y,Uy) )r{u) '¦= (x\y) (Ux\Uy) (4.25)

Since this bilinear form defines a continuous linear functional (x, Ux) | • )v(u) for every
(x, Ux) G r(U) the theorem of Riesz states that there is an element (y, Uy) G T(U) with

(x, Ux) | • )r{U) < (y,Uy) \ ¦ >r(u)- This way we can define the conjugation J in

F(U) by J(y, Uy) := (x, Ux) such that (4.25) becomes the corresponding J"-product.

The existence of a JBB in V(U) follows directly from lemma 1 since Ti and therefore

r(U) are separable. Consequently there is a complete system { (u„, Uun) }ngw in T(U) that
can be transformed to a JBB.

Let us now assume that {w„}new is a JBB in V(U) but {Uun}new does not form a dense

subspace of Ti and neither does { (un, Uun) }n6jv with respect to T(U). Then it follows from
theorem 1 that there is an element (v, Uv) G T(U) with (v, Uv) ^ (0,0) and

(un, Uun) | (v, Uv) )r(u) 0 (4.26)

for all n G IN. Since (un\v) 0 for all n G IN and {un}new was assumed to be complete it
follows that tj 0 in contradiction to the condition (v, Uv)) / (0,0). QED

The last proposition shows that although J-unitary operators are unbounded and thus
rather different from unitary operators the central properties are similar. In particular they
conserve a certain kind of coordinate systems that are represented by JBBs. The following
section will emphasize this similarity further.
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5 J-projections

The simplest class of J-selfadjoint operators consists in appropriate projections. We will
study this class as a prototype of the class of J-selfadjoint operators since here the connection
between JBBs and representations of the operators is rather obvious. A central term in the
theory of orthogonal projections is that of the orthogonal complement. We will therefore
begin with an equivalent definition for the J-product.

Definition 4 For a subset A C Ti we denote by A1-^ the set

A1«7» :={xeTi : (x\y) =0 Vy G A) (5.1)

AMA js called the J-biorthogonal complement of A.

The J-biorthogonal complement of A is related to the orthognal complement by

AL^ (JA)L J Ax (5.2)

This means that many properties of the orthogonal complement can directly be transfered
to the J-biorthogonal complement:

1. For every subset A Ç Ti the J-biorthogonal complement is a closed subspace of Ti and
it holds that

A^J) span(A)J-(-/) span(A)"L(J) (5.3)

and
(AL{J))±{J) span(A) (54)

2. From A C B it follows that B^A C A^JK

3. The set A C Ti is dense in Ti if and only if A^J) {0}.

Nevertheless there is a decisive difference to the orthogonal complement. In the latter case

every closed subspace M oi H allows a unique decompositon of the Hilbert space Ti
M © ML into M and its orthogonal complement ML. In the case of the J-biorthogonal
complement this is only possible for a special class of closed subspaces of Ti.

Definition 5 A decomposition of the Hilbert space Ti into two subspaces M and N is called

J-decomposition if Ti M + N and (x\y) 0 is valid for all x G M, y G N. In this case

we write
Ti M ® N (5.5)

A subset A C H is said to be J-projective if it obeys A fi A"1*"'' C {0}.
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There are simple examples of sets which are not J-projective. Let us consider a vector
u G Ti — {0} with (u\u) 0. The set {u} is not J-projective since u G {u}AA We will see

that only J-projective subspaces allow a decomposition (5.5).

Lemma 3 For every J-projective subspace M of H there is the J-decompostion

Ti M © M^J) (5.6)

For two closed subspaces M and NofTi for which eq. (5.5) is valid it holds that N MX^A
and both subspaces are J-projectivs.

Proof. In order to prove eq. (5.6) we only have to show that M + M1^ is dense in Ti.
This is equivalent to the assertion that (M + M^^MA {0}. But this is a consequence
of the fact that M is J-projective since

(M + M±iJ))±{J) M^J)r\(ML(J))L(J) ML^(1M {0} (5.7)

For the second part it holds that Af C M1V>. Since M + N is dense in Ti and N is closed we
obtain N M^J\ Since (5.7) is valid M is J-projective. The same follows for N. QED

We now turn to the relation between J-decompositions and J-unitary operators. From
theorem 2 and lemma 1 we obtain the following characterization of J-unitary operators:

Lemma 4 A (densely defined) operator U is J-unitary if and only if U transfers every
J-decomposition

H M © N (5.8)

with M + N C V(U) to a J-decomposition

Ti U(M) © U(N) (5.9)

Since V(U) is dense in Ti lemma 1 secures that there is a sufficient number of J-decompostions
of V(U) to make the assertion meaningful. The previous lemma roughly says that J-unitary
operators are typified by the conservation of J-decompositions.

Another term which is closely related to orthonormal systems is that of the orthogonal
projection. A similar term can be introduced here. Let us consider the following example.
For some fixed u G Ti with (u\u) 1 we define the operator

Pux := (u\x) u V x G Ti (5.10)

The operator Pu is a projection, i.e. P2 Pu and it is J-selfadjoint, i.e. Pj Pu. But we
also find differences to orthogonal projections. For example the norm of such a J-projection
can be arbitrarily large: ||PU|| ||u||2 > 1.

If we consider the case of a vector u G Ti with u ¦£ 0 and (u\u) 0 as discussed by
Moiseyev [27] we find that such vectors do not define J-projections since Pu(Ju) — ||u|| u ^ 0

but P2(Ju) 0 in contradiction to the projection property P2 Pu.
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Definition 6 A densely defined operator P in Ti is called a J-projection if it satisfies

P2 P and (x\y) 0 V x G Kan(P), y G Af(P). (5.11)

If P is a J-projection, then we obtain the J-decomposition

ri Tlan(P) © TZan(I - P) Tlan(P) © M(P) (5.12)

By similar arguments to those in the orthogonal case one finds:

Lemma 5 A projection P in Ti is a J-projection if and only if P is essentially J-selfadjoint.
In particular every J-projection is closeable and every closed J-projection is J-selfadjoint.

Actually every J-projection P corresponds to a J-projective subspace of Ti as the
following proposition shows:

Lemma 6 A subspace M of Ti is J-projective if and only if there is a J-projection Pm with
Tlan(PM) M.

Proof. Let M be a J-projective subspace of Ti. Then we can choose the dense subspace
M + M-1'-7' of Ti as the domain of PM- Since M 0 M±l-A {0} every decomposition of
x G M + M1'7' into x Xi+ x2, Xi G M, x2 G M-L(J) is unique and Pm(x) := X\ is a well
defined J-projection. By construction it is TZan(Pm) — M and N(Pm) M^^1. The other
implication follows from (5.12) and lemma 3. QED

Finally we derive a representation theorem for J-projections:

Corollary 1 A closed operator P in Ti is a J-projection if and only if there exist a JBB
{un}n6iv and a set A C IN such that

Px Y. P"n V x G span({un}neN) (5.13)
716/1

In particular it holds that P 2~Dne/i Fu„ ¦

Proof. Since eq. (5.12) is valid lemma 1 allows the construction of a suitable JBB {un}new
with {un}neA C TZan(P) and {un}ntEN-A C ff(P). Conversely, it is clear that eq. (5.13)
defines a J-projection. QED

If we turn to J-selfadjoint operators H the previous corollary tells us that a spectral
resolution of H can at best be expected on certain dense subspaces but not on the entire
Hilbert space. Beside such small differences like this, the last two sections have mainly
presented similarities between the unitary and the J-unitary case. To show that there are
also decisive differences is the central point of the following sections.
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6 Extension of the Hilbert space by means of J-unitary
operators

In the following it is to be shown that J-unitary operators play a role that essentially exceeds

that of unitary operators. Thus a unitary transformation of the Hilbert space always leads

to the "same" Hilbert space. This is different if one applies J-unitary transformations. Here
the unboundedness of the transformation is crucial.

It is to be demonstrated how J-unitary operators define in a natural way a certain locally
convex subspace of the Hilbert space. To this end we use J-unitary operators to construct
continuous linear functionals on a certain subspace of Ti. This vectorspace can be extended
to a Hilbert space endowed with a structure that differs from the original one. This leads to
a new Hilbert space isomorphic to Ti but not identical to it.

In the following we consider a family of J-unitary operators. For example, in the complex
scaling theory one can regard all transformations belonging to different coordinate rotation
angles. Let us start with the definition of a reasonable operator family.

Definition 7 Let {Ua}aeA be a countable family of operators on Ti. This family is said to
be J-unitary if it satisfies

1. 0 G A and U0 I;
2. For T>a :— ClaeA T^(Ua) all spaces Ua(VA) are dense in H for a G A;

3. All operator Ua are J-unitary.

For example every J-unitary operator U defines the J-unitary family {/, U).

For the following investigation let us consider the (also J-unitary) operators U'1. Let us

start from the relation (U~xx\y) (x\Uay) for all x G TZan(Ua) and y G V(Ua). For every
fixed a G A we define

[U-lx](y) := (x\Uay) VxeTi,yeVA. (6.1)

[C/~1x] describes a linear functional on VA. Although U~l is only defined on the subspace

7Zan(Ua) as an operator in Ti the functionals [C/"1!] are defined for every x G Ti. The
linear space Ha shall inherit the vectorspace structure of H. Thus Tia is in a natural way
isomorphic to Ti:

IHa,u : HBx^ [UZf'x] G TiQ (6.2)

By construction Iua,n is surjective. Since Ua(VA) is dense in H it is even bijective. We use

this bijectivity to transfer the Hilbert space structure of Ti to Tia. To this end we define a

bilinear form on Ha x Tia:

[U'lx] | [U-ly] )«. := (x\y)n V x,y G Ti (6.3)
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The linear space Ha can finally be endowed with a Hilbert space structure explaining a
conjugation operator Ja in Tia by

Ja[U-lx) := [U~\Jx)\ V x G H - (6.4)

J is the conjugation operator in Ti which belongs to (• | •)«. The topology of the Hilbert
space Ha then is to be given by the norm

II \U-lx] Hk := Ja[U-lx] | [E/"1*] )Wa (Jx\x)H llxll2, (6.5)

for all x G 7-/.. Thus I-ua,n becomes an isometry. In particular also every element x G H can
be identified with a linear functional on VA by

[Uôlx)(y) := (x\U0y) (x\y) VxeH,yeVA. (6.6)

It is important to note that the two Hilbert spaces H and Ha are different as spaces of linear
functionals [£/0-1x] and [Uälx] on VA (for the same vector x € Ti), respectively. But they
are isomorphic as Hilbert spaces due to the isometry Ina,H- We will use the difference as

spaces of functionals to induce a new topology on VA.

One essential item will be that the set VA can be regarded as a common subspace of the
two Hilbert spaces H and Ha. While the embedding of VA C % is given, the embedding of
VA C %a must be constructed explicitly. To this end we have to determine a subspace of
Ha which coincides with VA in the functional sense. Let us regard some vector xo G VA.
We have to look for an element [U^Xa] G Ha that is equal to x0 G H in the sense of

Wä'xaKv) Pölx0}(y) VyeVA. (6.7)

The relation (6.7) is satisfied if we choose UaXo for xa- Since Ua is injective we can identify

HDVA [U-l(UaVA)]cHa (6.8)

setting
x={U-\Uax)\ (6.9)

for all x G VA. We can now read VA as a subspace of Ha embedded via an injection ja in
such a manner that the elements of VA (read as functionals on VA) coincide in both Hilbert
spaces. Such a construction is possible for every a G A.

After this construction of a common subspace for all Hilbert spaces Ha one can endow
VA with a new topology TA that makes all injections ja continuous. The coarsest topology
that accomplishes this task is the projective topology of VA with respect to the family
(Tia, TA,ja)a<=A where TA is the usual Hilbert space topology of Ha generated by the norm
II • II«. [32].

For convenience let $A denote the topological vectorspace (VA,TA) where VA denotes
the subset of H. The topology of $A is characterized by the convergence relations

yn —^ y *> jayn ^A jay for all a G A
,g 1Q.

¦& Uayn —> Uay for all a G A
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for n —> oo, n G IN. The elements of $A can be characterized by

y G §A «• Il JQy H*. < oo for all a G A
«*¦ II £4y II« < oo for all a G A l ;

This results in a relationship between the J-unitary operator Ua and the injection ja which
can be described by the following commutative diagram:

^31^ JaX=[U-1(UajoX)}eHa
hi f/*.,* (6.12)

H 9 joz -^+ C/aj0a; G H

The operators /«,«„ and ja, as well as their compositions are continuous. This means that
the operator Ua o j0 is continuous, too. Since jo is injective we obtain the representation

Ua In,na ° ja ° Jo1 ¦ (6-13)

The discontinuity of Ua therefore results from the discontinuity of jg-1. In a similar way
we obtain J-unitary operators for every Hilbert space extension of <&A which is isomorphic
to H (as a Hilbert space). The class of these Hilbert space extensions is in general larger
then {Ha}a £ A. But this subclass determines the topology of §A. In particular V(Ua) is

independent of the isometry Iu,na such that the topology of $A is independent of the special
realization of the isomorphy between H and HQ- Moreover, the consideration above exhibits
that only unbounded J-unitary operators contribute to the topology of $,4.

According to its construction the space $A is complete. Since A is countable the space
$A is metrizable. Summerizing the properties of $,4 we find that it is a complete metrizable
locally convex vectorspace, i. e. a Fréchet space [32]. Moreover, the construction is unique
in the following sense:

Theorem 3 Let {Ua}a € A be a J-unitary family in H. Then there exists a unique Fréchet

space <&A, densely embedded in H via a continuous injection j, satisfying:

1. VA j(9A) ;

2. Ua o j is continuous for all a G A

Proof. The main part of the proof follows from the construction above. In addition it must
only be demonstrated that the construction is unique in the stated sense. Let us consider a
second Fréchet space <£ satisfying the condition (1.) and (2.). As a set $ can be identified
with $A according to condition (1.). The topology of $A is the coarsest satisfying (2.).
Therefore it follows $ C $A as Fréchet spaces. Due to III.2.1. corollary 2 [32] the spaces <£

and $,4 are identical. QED

Since the vectorspace $4 is not a Hilbert space it is not isomorphic to its (topological)
dual space $'A, consisting of all continuous linear functionals on $A, where the space $'A is
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endowed with the weak topology. We will make some remarks concerning this dual space in
order to explain its relation to the Hilbert spaces HQ. Due to the theory of locally convex
vectorspaces [33] the elements of §'A are characterized by

Fe^# 3/cA finite and C > 0 :

\F(x)\<C-Y\\jax\\k (6.14)

for all iE^.
Let us now consider the vectorspace Hi of all families {xQ}ae/, xa G Ha, for some fixed
finite index set I C A. The addition and scalar multiplication shall be componentwise. We
can introduce an inner product for Hi by

({Xa}ael I {ya}ael)-H, ¦= Y Üc,Xa | jaVaW« (6.15)
ag/

for all {xa}aei, {ya}aei e Hi- Thus Hi becomes a pre-Hilbert space. Since the index set

I is finite Hi inherits the completeness of the Hilbert spaces Ha. The space §A is densely
embedded in Hi via the injection

j, : $,4 9xi-+ {jax}aei G H, (6.16)

We can use this for another characterization of the dual space <&'A:

Fe$;« 3 / C A finite and C > 0 :

\F(x)\<C-\\j,x\\2Ul (6.17)
for all x G $a •

According to the theorem of Hahn-Banach [32] every continuous linear functional F on $A
can be extended to a continuous linear functional P/ G H\. Due to the theorem of Riesz F/
possesses the representation

P/( {xaiaei Y (xiF) I **)«. (6.18)
a€I

for all {xQ}Qg/ G Hi and some suitable x^F) G Ha depending on P. This means that the
dual space $'A is just the locally convex direct sum ®aeATi'a of the dual Hilbert spaces H'a
[32] and every element F G $'A can be represented by

F Y *LF) I i«(0 )k. ¦ (6.19)
a€I

As a consequence of this representation the space $'A is separable and complete (II.6.2. [32]).

The convergence in $'A can be reduced to the weak convergence in the Hilbert spaces
Ha- It is characterized in the following way:

Fn^% F & 3 n0 G IN and I C A finite
V n > n0 and a G / 3 y(f'„ t/qf) e tt„ :

F„0) Eag/ (2/f>n I ia^)Wo (6-20)

F(x) Eag/ (</f >
I jax)na

(y{aF)„ I Jax)na —> (2/f ' I jai)«. for all x G $a ¦
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Some final remarks concerning the dual system ($'A, $A) shall be added. For this system we
have a canonical bilinear form defined by

(F | y)vA,*A := F(y) V F e VA, y G $4 • (6.21)

According to the structure of $A this bilinear form actually originates from some bilinear
form on $A x $A. This bilinear form on $4 x $A is induced by the J-product in H

(x I y)*A '¦= (uax I uay)H
-6 22>

OqI I Ja2/)H„

for all x,y G $/i- It is well defined due to the fact that it does not depend on a G A since
Ua is J-unitary. Hence a continuous injection h : $A °+ $>; is defined:

h : $A G x 1-+ (x I • UAe$'A ¦ (6-23)

The range h($A) is dense in $^. The injection can be equivalently expressed by the adjoint
injection j* : 7^ •-> $^ given by

\jtF](y) - F(jQÎ/) V F S «;,y € $4 (6.24)

This yields /1 j^Q (independent of q G A).

It is to be remarked that the bilinear form (• | -)^A does not originate from the topological
structure of the Fréchet space. It actually defines an additional geometrical structure on $^.
This geometrical structure is the same in all Hilbert spaces Ha and hence a common link.

The dual space $'A is actually a countable Hilbert space [34] which can be regarded as
the common hull of all Hilbert spaces Ha. It is interesting to note that the theory presented
here leads to similar structures as the rigged Hilbert space theory [35, 36, 37] and the Hilbert
subspace theory [38, 39, 40, 41] where also an encapsulation of the Hilbert space between
a locally convex vectorspace and its dual space is considered. We will return to this point
later.

7 J-unitary transformations of J-selfadjoint operators

We want to investigate how J-selfadjoint operators can be transformed with respect to J-
unitary transformations. The fact that a J-selfadjoint operator is J-unitarily transformable
can open opportunity to consider this operator on the Fréchet space $A and its dual space $'A.
To make sure that the J-unitary transformation of the J-selfadjoint operator is reasonable
the operator has to satisfy some general conditions. The transformation must fit to the
operator in such a way that the denseness of the domains is conserved. In contrast to
unitary transformations this is not generally fulfilled.

Let us first introduce a term which is once more borrowed from the theory of selfadjoint
operators. In general J-selfadjoint operators cannot directly be transformed to J-selfadjoint
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Operators and the transformation can only be performed on a certain subspace of VA
explicitly. Only a core of the operator can be transformed directly. The J-selfadjoint operator
must then be reconstructed from this core by closure. This is supplied by essentially J-
selfadjoint operators. In order to check if a J-symmetric operator is essentially J-selfadjoint
one can here apply similar criteria as for selfadjoint operators [42]. The following definition
states the conditions necessary for the transformation:

Definition 8 Let H be a J-selfadjoint operator in H. A J-unitary family {Ua}ae:A is said
to be admissible to H if the following conditions are satisfied:

1. There is a subspace Vn C V(H) f) VA dense in H wrt TA such that H(Vn) C VA;

2. UaHU~l defined on Ua(Vn) is essentially J-selfadjoint;

In this case we call Pr/0 := UaHU~l the (J-unitary) transform of H wrt Ua-
We say that U is admissible to H if {I, U} is admissible to H.

As the simplest example we consider the transform of a J-projection:

Lemma 7 Let U be a J-unitary operator in H and M C V(U) a closed J-projective sub-

space. Then U is admissible to Pm and

(Pm)u Pjj(M) ¦ (7.1)

Proof. The fact that U is admissible to Pm is a direct consequence of lemma 4. Eq. (7.1)
follows directly from UPmU~1 Pu(M) and Pu(m) PjjTm)- QED

Another simple case is given by J-selfadjoint operators that possess a representation with
respect to J-biorthonormal systems.

Lemma 8 Let H be a J-selfadjoint operator that can be represented as

H Y On Pu„ (7.2)
71

where {un}n€w is a JBB. Let further {Ua}a&A be a J-unitary family. Then the system
{Ua}a£A is admissible to H if and only if un G VA for all n G IN. In this case it is

Hua Y <*n Pua*» ¦ (7-3)

A consequence of the two previous lemmas concerns the change of the discrete spectrum by
J-unitary transformations.
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Corollary 2 Let H be a J-selfadjoint operator as in (7.2) with discrete spectrum a(U) and
{Ua}aeA a J-unitary family that is admissible to H. Then it is a(H) a(Hua) for all
a e A.

It is well known that the situation is more complicated if the operator H possesses a
continuous spectrum [29]. Then the spectrum is in general not conserved under J-unitary
transformation.

It follows directly from the symmetry in definition 8 that the different transformations
of H with respect to Ua are interchangeable.

Lemma 9 Let {Ua}aeA o, J-unitary family admissible to the J-selfadjoint operator H in H.
Then for every ß G A it holds that:

J. {UaUß1}aeA is admissible to Huß;

%¦ (Huß)uaUgi Hua-

In particular this is true for Ua I-

This lemma clearly shows the equivalence of the operators Hya. The decisive point is that
the spectral properties of these equivalent representations can be completely different. This
make them a useful tool in the study of generalized spectral properties of H.

In a next step we want to show how the J-unitarily transformed operators Hya are
related to the Hilbert spaces Ha constructed in the previous section. Here we have to pay
attention to the fact that the operator H is only defined on the dense (wrt Ta) subspace

VB of VA. Since VA is densely embedded in every Hilbert space Ha also the space Vf! is

densely embedded in Ha, Therefore the operator H\vH can be transfered to every Hilbert
space Ha by definition of an operator

Ha : [U;\Uax)]^\U;l(Ua(Hx))} (7.4)

for all x G Vu- It is easy to see that the operator Ha is J-symmetric. This means that the

operators H\ja are actually related to representations of H in the Hilbert spaces Ha'-

Lemma 10 Let {Ua}açA a. J-unitary family admissible to the J-selfadjoint operator H in
H. Then the operator Ha is essentially Ja-selfadjoint with

[U~ly] G V(H~) « y G V(HUa) (7.5)

It holds that
TQU?v\ [Uäl(HUay)\ (7.6)

Ha is called the representation of H in Ha-
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Proof. If x G Vh then the operator Ha is defined according to (7.4). We now have to
prove that Ha can be extended to [U~1V(Hua)\- If y G V(Hua) then there is a family
{xn}new in Vn such that Uaxn —» ?/ and UaHxn -> P</Q2/ for n —> oo. Therefore we have

[U~l(UaXn)) —> [U~1y] for n —> oo due to the definition of %Q and thus

Ha[U-\Uaxn)) [U-\UaHxn)\ -+ [tC1 (#£,„!,)] Pâli/-1?/] (7.7)

In a similar manner one can prove that the operator Ha is Jtt-selfadjoint in Ha by transfering
this property from Hya to Ha. QED

According to (7.4) the operator H does not only induce an operator Ha in every Hilbert
space Ha but also an operator H : $# -4 $a where $# := 7o"1(2?//) is a dense subspace
of §A (wrt 7^). In order to clarify how the operator H acts on $# let us represent every
element x G $h by a family {Uax]aeA. This way the operator H can be defined by

H : x {f/Qx}QgA >-+ P x {C/aPx}a£A (7.8)

for every x G $#• According to the previous lemma and the definition oiVn every operator
PQ is a Ja-selfadjoint extension of H in the Hilbert space Ha with

Ha ja Ja H (7.9)

on $h- Since §'A is isomorhpic to ®aeAH'a we can also define an extension of H on a dense

subspace $'# of $'A since every P G $'A allows the representation (6.19). We define the

operator H' by
[H'F}(x) := Y(H°xiF) I J'«*)«. V x G DA (7.10)

if the condition x(,F) G P(PQ) is fulfilled. All functionals (6.19) for which the relation (7.10)
holds form the vectorspace <3?'H. A simple calculation shows that H' is well defined. One

proves that for z G <3?/j the generalized symmetry condition

[H'F](z) - F (Hz) (7.11)

is valid such that the definition of H' by eq. (7.10) is independent of the particular representation

of P, at least on $#-. But since <£# is dense in $A (wrt TA) and F is a continuous linear
functional on ®A this independence of the particular representation holds for all z G $>A.

If we restrict the general representation (7.10) of H' to the case that P j^y, y G V(Ha)
we can use the relations (6.24), the Ja-symmetry of Ha, and the generalized symmetry
condition (7.11) to obtain

[jÌ(Hay)](z) (Hay\jaz)na
(y\jaHz)-Ha

bb}(Hz) [i-U)
[H'(jìy))(z)

for all z G $h- This relation remains valid for all z G $a and H' can be considered as the
extension of Ha to the space $'#. Thus eqs. (7.12) result in

H'jl jtHa. (7.13)
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According to lemma 9 and 10 the operator H contains the entire structure of H such that
the extension H' can be constructed from H unambiguously. Let us summerize these results:

Theorem 4 Let {Ua}aA be a J-unitary family admissible to the J-selfadjoint operator H
in H. Then there exists a dense subspace $# of §A wrt TA and an unique operator H :

$// —> $A which is symmetric with respect to the bilinear form < -\- >^A allowing unique
Ja-selfadjoint extensions Ha in Ha- Moreover, there exists a common extension H' of the

operators Ha in <f>'A that fulfills the generalized symmetry condition (7.JJ).

Theorem 4 does not only express the equivalence of the different Hilbert space extensions
Ha in Ha but it states that their equivalence stems from a common extension H' on $'A.

That means that there is actually only one operator which is restricted to different Hilbert
spaces.

Finally let us regard an example where an abstractly defined J-unitary operator is used to
transform a generalized eigenvector, i.e. a formal eigensolution of the Schrödinger equation
which is not an element of the Hilbert space, to an eigenvector in the Hilbert space. To
this end we introduce the Hilbert space £2(2Z) of all square-summable double sequences

n(n) )ti€X of complex numbers r](n). As conjugation J we choose the usual complex
conjugation. The canonical orthogonal basis (and JBS) of £2(2Z) is give by the system
{( an,™ )mez}n€Z- Then we define the discrete Hamilton operator

[H ip](n) := -i>(n + l)-ip(n-l)AV(n)-ip(n) (7.14)

with the complex potential

The lattice Hamilton operator H is complex symmetric, i.e. J-symmetric, and possess the
formal eigenvector

f» )nez '¦= (*"¦(! + sg(n) ¦ S"2"") )n6X (7.16)

to the eigenvalue — i. But obviously £„ )nez is not an element of the Hilbert space l2(2Z).
Here two different parts in this eigenvector can be distinguished. One oscillating part

in )nsx and a square-integrable part in 8~2'"' )nex- The former expression does not
contain particular information about the operator H. So it is to be the aim to remove this
part by a J-unitary transformation.

To this end we introduce a J-unitary operator U by the pair-componentwise transformation

V^ÏTÏ 2^-i W £2n \

The transformation U is admissible to l2(7Z) and after applying it to the vector (7.16) we

obtain a transformed eigenvector U( £„ )nSz to Hv that is now square-integrable. Although
the potential appears to be rather artificial the example demonstrates the essential features
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of the UST theory. So it is noteworthy that the construction of the operator U is completely
independent from analytic continuation ideas. The idea of this transformation consists in
suppressing the oscillatory part in )neZ of the formal eigenvector £„ )neZ and extracting
that part that contains the actual information about the potential. It is important to note
that the construction is independent of any complex scaling. This demonstrates that the
present approach is really a generalization of the analytic continuation concept.

8 Discussion

The definition of J-isometric and J-unitary operators in a general Hilbert space H was given.
The basic properties of these operators were stated and their similarity to isometric and
unitary operators was demonstrated. Topological aspects become important since the relevant
J-unitary operators are unbounded. We introduced J-biorthonormal systems which allow
the representation of J-unitary operators on dense subspaces of H. We further introduced
J-projections which are analogous to orthogonal projections. These J-projections can be
regarded as the simplest type of J-selfadjoint operator to which the theory can be applied.
Moreover, they show the connection between J-selfadjoint operators and J-biorthonormal
systems.

Although J-unitary transformations are in some (especially algebraic) aspects similar to
unitary transformations the former ones have to be handled more carefully. Nice expansion
properties can only be conserved on certain dense subspaces of the Hilbert space. This is

necessary due to the change of the Hilbert space topology. The feature that remains is a

common geometrical non-orthogonal structure provided by coordinate systems in the form
of J-biorthonormal systems.

The topological considerations end up in the construction of a Fréchet space that is

densely and continuously embedded in the Hilbert space H. Its topology is determined
by the J-unitary transformations. Each transformation represents an embedding of the
Fréchet space in a distinct Hilbert space extension. The presented theory shows here obvious
similarities to other advanced approaches in scattering theory like the rigged Hilbert space
or the Hilbert subspace theory. All these theories are based on the idea of encapsulation
of the Hilbert space between a locally convex vectorspace and its dual space. Differences
to the latter two theories originate from the fact that in the present UST approach no
generalized spectral representation of the Hamilton operator is aspired, as it is, for example,
provided by the Maurin-Gel'fand theorem [43, 44]. Nevertheless the present approach yields
a generalized spectral theory as the complex scaling theory shows but is independent of the
analytic continuation ideas which are the basis of the complex scaling theory. Other complex
Hamiltonian methods, such as the complex absorbing potential method [45, 21], emphasize
this point since they do not require an analytical form of the Hamilton operator either.

The advantage of the proceeding presented by J-unitary operators consists in the simple
technical performance. The UST theory offers an easy-to-use scheme for the investigation
of Hamilton operators in scattering theory. Thus they allow the calculation of complex
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resonance eigenstates by choosing a suitable Hilbert space representation. Although the
UST approach does not yield spectral representations as does the rigged Hilbert space or
the Hilbert subspace theory it profits from the fact that the Hilbert space apparatus is still
applicable. This is very important for concrete computations since nowadays almost every
relevant quantum mechanical calculation is performed within the framework of Hilbert space
theory which excels by its simple and efficient implementations.

There are still many open questions. We have seen that J-biorthonormal systems play an
essential role for the representation of J-unitary operators. For this reason the construction of
complete J-biorthonormal systems is to be investigated in more detail. The spectral theory
of J -unitarily transformed selfadjoint operators is to be developed such that generalized
spectral theory becomes available. Here a wide range of further directions of investigation
presents itself.
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